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a b s t r a c t
Acoustic emissions (AE) are transient elastic waves produced by a sudden redistribution of stress in a material
caused by changes in the internal structure. In other natural, heterogeneous materials monitoring AE has proven
to be a valuable tool for stability estimation and failure prediction. After studying the characteristics of ultrasonic
wave propagation in snow, we measured the acoustic emission signals during snow loading experiments in a
cold laboratory. Using snow columns we found that most energy of an artiﬁcial acoustic signal was transmitted
at 31 kHz. Best coupling to snow was achieved by attaching the AE sensors with silicone adhesive to thin aluminium plates which were then frozen to the snow. Localizing AE events during fracture of layered snow samples
showed that the AE originated within the weakest layer, i.e. the relevant layer for snow failure. For ﬁnding an
indication of imminent failure, we analysed the exponent β of the cumulative size-frequency distribution
(‘survival curve’) of event energy. At the occurrence of instabilities, the β-curve deviated from steady behaviour
and exhibited distinct ‘drops’, indicating that the power law behaviour of the distribution was not fulﬁlled anymore. Studying the temporal evolution of the exponent β might therefore provide useful information about
snowpack stability also in the ﬁeld—provided that the AE signals are not too strongly attenuated and can be
detected in time before catastrophic failure occurs.
© 2014 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
The release of a dry-snow slab avalanche is preceded by crack formation within the snowpack (e.g. McClung and Schaerer, 2006; Schweizer
et al., 2003). A weak layer, often consisting of buried surface hoar, faceted
or depth hoar crystals (Schweizer and Jamieson, 2001), beneath a cohesive
slab is a prerequisite for dry-snow slab avalanche release. If a macroscopic
crack reaches a size of 10 cm or more it may quickly propagate in the weak
layer across an entire snow slope. This process is called ‘crack propagation’,
and, if the slope is steep enough, leads to the release of a slab avalanche.
The formation of the ﬁrst macroscopic ‘initial’ crack is called ‘failure initiation’ and assumed to be due to the accumulation of damage, i.e. microscopic cracks within the weak layer (Schweizer et al., 2003). Cracking on
a microscopic scale is expected to always happen during snow deformation, but only if not compensated by re-bonding or sintering (e.g.
Reiweger et al., 2009b; Schweizer, 1999), it is expected to lead to a macroscopic instability where larger cracks form (Schweizer et al., 2003).
Since cracking within a material is accompanied by the release of
elastic energy generating elastic waves (acoustic signals), recording
acoustic emissions (AE) can be used for detecting cracks and crack
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growth (e.g. Lockner, 1993). In other quasi-brittle materials such as
concrete (Ohtsu, 1996) or wood (Bucur, 2006) the AE technique is
commonly used to study and predict failure processes (Johansen and
Sornette, 2000). In the ﬁeld of natural hazards, acoustic signals have
been used to investigate earthquake occurrence (Niccolini et al., 2011)
and to predict the collapse of a limestone cliff (Amitrano et al., 2005;
Got et al., 2010). Girard et al. (2012) set up an acoustic sensor network
in order to predict failure within rocks and permafrost. For analyzing
emissions of a glacier to anticipate the break-off of a frontal lamella,
Faillettaz et al. (2011) applied a method from the framework of critical
phenomena. According to the theory of critical phenomena (Johansen
and Sornette, 2000) an analogy between the failure of inhomogeneous
or disordered materials such as snow and a phase transition exists.
The material can be considered in a stable state—microscopic cracks
form but do not coalesce to form a macroscopic crack that will propagate—and an unstable state—catastrophic failure highly possible.
The application of the AE technique to snow within the context of
avalanche research started in the 1970s, when several ﬁeld studies for
detecting acoustic activity (at frequencies ranging from 3 to 100 Hz)
within the natural snow cover were performed (Gubler, 1979;
Sommerfeld, 1977; St. Lawrence and Bradley, 1977). The authors
concluded that avalanche formation was related to an increased acoustic activity. Bradley and St. Lawrence (1975) showed the Kaiser effect in
snow based on laboratory measurements.
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Sommerfeld (1982) and Sommerfeld and Gubler (1983), postulated
that all avalanches should be preceded by acoustic activity. St. Lawrence
(1980) developed an analytical model of AE response of snow. He
expressed the acoustic activity as a function of strain and stress, and
succeeded to reproduce the cumulative acoustic emission curve during
a slow tensile experiment at a strain rate of about 10−6 s−1 with a snow
sample in the laboratory. Buser (1986), Ishida (1965), and Oura (1952)
performed laboratory experiments where they measured acoustic
impedance, velocity, and attenuation of snow. However, within their
measurement setups they could only measure the acoustic waves
travelling within the pore space and not in the ice skeleton. The
frequency range studied was about 100–4000 Hz.
More recently, Scapozza et al. (2004) measured acoustic emissions
in the ultrasonic range in snow during compression tests in the laboratory. They found that AE signals in snow can be measured over a wide
frequency range.
A study by van Herwijnen and Schweizer (2011a,b) used geophones
which had a ﬂat frequency response from 14 to over 1000 Hz; they were
looking for precursors to avalanche release. They faced difﬁculties identifying avalanches, not to speak of precursors, due to a lot of background
noise at those low frequencies.
So far, it is not clear whether AE emissions in a weak layer under
loading can be detected and whether these data include precursory information. The goal of this study was therefore to initially assess some
basic properties of ultrasonic wave propagation in snow, and then to
measure and localize the acoustic emission in snow during loadcontrolled laboratory experiments. We used the theory of critical phenomena to link the cracking processes observed in snow at the microscale to catastrophic failure of the whole snow sample. Our long-term
goal is to exploit acoustic emissions in the framework of critical phenomena to distinguish between unstable and stable snowpacks. This
would allow developing an early warning system for snow avalanches.
2. Methods
In the following, we describe the methods used for studying some of
the basic acoustic properties with snow columns and to perform the
loading experiments as well as the corresponding analysis methods.
First we will introduce the acoustic measurement system.
2.1. Acoustic measurement system
We measured acoustic emissions (AE) and acoustic reference signals
with a six channel acoustic measurement system from Physical Acoustics.
The system consisted of wide band piezoelectric AE transducers (20–
1000 kHz), preampliﬁers (with 40 dB gain), band pass ﬁlters, digitizers,
a personal computer, and the recording and analysis software AEwin.
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The recording devices (three 18 bit 5 MSample PCI2 A/D cards) allowed
for real time waveform acquisition and feature extraction. Fig. 1 shows a
basic block diagram of the AE system. The threshold was set to 28 dB. Definitions of common AE parameters and expressions such as threshold,
count, amplitude, and energy can be found in Grosse and Ohtsu (2008).
2.2. Snow samples
To determine the propagation characteristics of ultrasonic signals
within snow, we performed wave propagation experiments where an
acoustic reference signal was sent through a snow column. The reference signal was recorded before and after travelling through the
column. The free standing snow columns had a diameter of 145 mm
and heights ranging from 300 to 700 mm. The snow densities ranged
from 270 to 310 kg m−3; the snow was characterized as rounded grains
of average size 0.5 mm and medium hardness (hand hardness index 3;
Fierz et al., 2009). The snow columns were prepared by sieving new
snow produced by a snow machine (Schleef et al., 2014) into a plastic
tube and letting it sinter for three days at −5 °C.
For the localization and loading experiments we used samples
consisting of three snow layers, where the middle layer was the ‘weak
layer’. All samples were rectangular samples with a length of 120 mm, a
width of 90 mm, and a thickness of 70 mm (35 mm top layer, 5 mm
weak layer, 30 mm bottom layer). The top and bottom layers of the
layered samples had a density of 260 kg m−3; grain type was rounded
grains, the average grain size was 0.5 mm, and hand hardness index
was 3. The weak layer consisted of depth hoar crystals of 1–1.5 mm in
size and was soft (hand hardness index 2; Fierz et al., 2009). For validation
of the AE source localization experiments, we also performed loading experiments with uniform snow samples of dimension 120 mm × 90 mm ×
50 mm. The density of the uniform samples was 200 kg m−3, grain type
was rounded grains, average grain size was 0.5 mm, and the snow hardness was medium (hand hardness index: 3).The production of rectangular samples, either uniform or layered, in the laboratory is described in
Reiweger et al. (2010) and Reiweger et al. (2009a).
2.3. Signal propagation in snow columns
All signal propagation experiments were performed in a cold laboratory at a constant temperature of −5 °C. A free-standing snow column
was used in order to avoid measuring signals which had travelled
through a conﬁning container. The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 2.
As an acoustic reference signal we used a pencil lead fracture (PLF; e.g.
Grosse and Ohtsu, 2008; Higo and Inaba, 1991). The PLF signal is an impulsive signal with a ﬂat frequency distribution, ranging approximately from
1 to 600 kHz. The PLF was applied at an aluminium plate onto which the
snow column was frozen and the initial PLF signal was measured by the

Fig. 1. Basic block diagram description of the six channel AE measurement system. The abbreviations denote Ch: channel, FPGA: ﬁeld programmable gate array, and DSP: digital signal processor.
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where E0 and E are the initial energy and the energy at distance d,
respectively, and α is the attenuation constant in cm−1. To express the
loss LdB in dB, we use
LdB ¼ 10 log10 e α ¼ 4:34 α:

ð2Þ

2.6. Loading experiments
In order to study the fracture behaviour of weak snow layers, we performed loading experiments where snow samples containing a weak
depth hoar layer were loaded until fracture under nature-like conditions
(Reiweger et al., 2009a, 2010, 2013a). Reference measurements were also
performed with uniform snow samples. The samples were loaded by the
gravitational force at tilt angles of 10°, 20°, and 30° at either ‘slow’ loading
rates of 60 or ‘fast’ loading rates of 150 Pa s−1. A schematic of the measurement setup is shown in Fig. 3. The sensors were frozen directly to
the snow samples by warming them slightly and holding them in place
on the snow sample until they had ﬁrmly frozen to the sample.
2.7. Localizing acoustic emission events

Fig. 2. Snow column for measuring the frequency response of snow column and sensors,
and for evaluating the best sensor coupling. Pencil lead fracture (PLF) applied at the
bottom of the column. Insert: Sensor coupled to the waveguide with silicone.

AE sensors at the bottom of the snow column. Evaluation of the signal
after having travelled through the snow column (sensors at the top)
should show which frequency was transmitted best.
2.4. Coupling of the sensors to the snow
As coupling of the sensors to the snow is crucial for proper signal
detection, we tested direct freezing of the sensors to the snow surface
as well as using different materials as couplants. For good coupling the
acoustic impedance of the coupling material should be of the same
order of magnitude as the acoustic impedance of snow. Snow has a very
low acoustic impedance, ranging from 0.035 × 106 kg m−2 s−1 for low
snow densities (125 kg m−3) to 1.51 × 106 kg m−2 s−1 for high snow
densities (600 kg m−3) (Johnson, 1982; Lee and Rogers, 1985). We therefore used different materials with a relatively low acoustic impedance
Z (Greeve and Oppenheim, 2003), i.e. plexiglass (thickness 4 mm,
Z = 3.1 × 106 kg m−2 s−1), aluminium (thicknesses 1 mm and 5 mm,
Z = 17 × 106 kg m− 2 s− 1), and foam plates (10 mm, Z =
0.2 × 106 kg m− 2 s− 1) which were frozen to the snow samples
(Zice = 2.95 × 106 kg m−2 s−1) and glued to the sensors with silicone.
The silicone's low impedance (1.51 × 106 kg m−2 s−1) additionally
reduced the reﬂected energy and increased the amount of transmitted
AE energy from the snow to the sensor (Kapil et al., 2014). The outcome
used for comparing the different coupling methods was the number of
counts and the AE energy of the PLF signal having travelled through the
snow column. Kapil et al. (2014) tested different geometries of
aluminium waveguides for AE sensors within snow, and found that the
waveguides with the largest contact area to the snow worked best. Aluminium is also a corrosion-free, lightweight, robust, and cheap material
and therefore well suited for laboratory as well as ﬁeld use.

To localize the acoustic emissions signals we used a localizing algorithm included in the AEwin software from Physical Acoustics. The
localization algorithm is based on the different arrival times of the AE signal at different sensor locations. For three-dimensional localization the
signal needs to be recorded at least at four different sensor locations.
The acoustic sensors were placed in a triangular array three each in the
top and the bottom plate of the sample holder (Fig. 3). The source localization of acoustic emission events is described in Grosse and Ohtsu
(2008) and works similarly to earthquake localization. First, we tested
the localization with artiﬁcial sources, provided by mechanical disturbance with a screwdriver and spark plug, at known locations. The
second set of localization experiments included localization of AE within
layered and also uniform snow samples during the loading experiments.
2.8. Analysis of AE response
We analysed the acoustic signals during the loading experiments to
detect changes prior to failure that might serve as precursors. Such a
change from the stable to the unstable state of a material has analogies
to a phase transition. At a phase transition the material encounters a
discontinuity in one of its properties, such as a jump in magnetization
or the transition from solid to ﬂuid or gas. The behaviour of material
at a stable to unstable transition can be regarded in a similar manner.
Phase transitions are characterized by a change of critical exponents
(Johansen and Sornette, 2000). In particular, we studied the exponent

2.5. Attenuation of the AE signal
Different heights of snow columns allowed calculating signal
attenuation of the PLF signals within snow. Signal energy is attenuated
according to
E ¼ E0 e

−αd

ð1Þ

Fig. 3. Schematic test setup for loading experiments and source localization. During an
experiment the force F increased, while the tilt angle ϕ remained constant. Six AE sensors
measured the acoustic emissions.
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β of the complementary cumulative energy distribution of acoustic
events
pðNEÞ ∝ E

−β

2

with E ∝ A

ð3Þ

where P denotes the probability that the energy E of an event is greater
than a given energy. This distribution is also called ‘survival curve’. The
energy is proportional to the square of the amplitude A. A similar procedure was used by Faillettaz et al. (2011) to study seismic events in a
hanging glacier.
We analysed the acoustic signals during the loading experiments
using running time windows containing 100 events each with a
distance of 50 events between subsequent time windows. Within each
time window we calculated the exponent β and a level of signiﬁcance
p to estimate the plausibility for the power law hypothesis with an
algorithm described by Clauset et al. (2009) where the ﬁts of artiﬁcial
data sets are compared to the ﬁt of the actual data.
As an example of the complementary cumulative distribution of
event energy ‘survival curve’ P(N E), binned energy data is shown in
Fig. 4. The upper plot shows the binned energy data (bins: red bars,
probability: blue crosses; time window from 21.5 to 23 s, containing
100 events, sample TRA 5 in Table 1, in a linear scale. The lower plot
shows the same data in a logarithmic scale with ﬁtted power law
(black). The negative slope of the ﬁtted curve provides the exponent β
of the energy distribution. The exponent β was calculated with the
algorithm written and described by Clauset et al. (2009).
3. Results
3.1. Acoustic signal travelling through a snow column
The energy and number of counts which were measured after the
pencil lead fracture (PLF) signal had travelled through the snow column
strongly depended on the type of material used as waveguide/sensor
coupling at the top of the snow column (Fig. 5). Results for the materials
aluminium (thickness 1 mm), plexiglass (5 mm), and AIREX foam
(10 mm) are shown in Fig. 5. The most counts and also the highest
energies were measured when the sensors were attached with silicone
to aluminium plates of thickness 1 mm which were frozen onto the snow.
An exemplary result of a waveform stemming from a PLF before and
after travelling through the snow column is shown in Fig. 6. The original
waveform (Fig. 6a) had a high amplitude and short duration, while the
waveform of the signal arriving at the top of the snow column had a
much smaller amplitude and longer duration (Fig. 6b). This result and

Fig. 4. Complementary cumulative distribution, ‘survival curve’, of event energy (arbitrary
units). Top: linear scale; bottom: logarithmic scale with power law ﬁt.
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Table 1
Overview of the loading experiments with layered snow samples.
Sample Behaviour
name
LAY1
LAY2
LAY3
LAY4
TRA1
TRA2
TRA3
TRA4
TRA5
TRA6
TRA7
TRA8

Signiﬁcant drop in β at catastrophic fracture (cf)
Signiﬁcant drop in β at cf; precursory fracture including
drop in β
Drop in β at cf
No cf
First increase then drop in β at cf
Data acquisition defect
Sample breaks when frozen to sample holder
Signiﬁcant drop in β at cf
Signiﬁcant drop in β at cf (see Fig. 11)
Signiﬁcant drop in β at cf; precursory fracture including
drop in β (see Fig. 12)
Signiﬁcant drop in β at cf
Small fracture including a drop in β; no cf

Tilt
Loading
angle rate
10°
10°

Fast
Slow

10°
10°
20°
20°
30°
30°
20°
20°

Fast
Slow
Slow
Fast
Slow
Slow
Slow
Fast

20°
20°

Fast
Fast

all following ones were obtained using aluminium plates for sensor
coupling.
Using the arrival time of the waveform at the top of the column and
the column height, we calculated the acoustic velocity within the
column. The wave velocities calculated from the PLF signals travelling
through a snow column ranged from 300 to 550 m s−1, increasing
with increasing snow density as shown in Fig. 7.
The attenuation constant derived from experiments with different
column heights was calculated according to Eq. 2 and was 0.05 cm−1.
The signal energy measured at the top of the snow column versus different column heights is shown in Fig. 8. The initial energy measured at the
bottom of the snow column was 8800 μV s. The frequency spectrum of
the PLF signal before and after having travelled through the snow
column is shown in Fig. 9. The original signal (Fig. 9a) had almost a
ﬂat frequency distribution between 0 and 400 kHz. After having
travelled through the snow column the energy decreased strongly
with increasing frequency (Fig. 9b) and two clear peaks were visible
at 11 and 31 kHz (Fig. 9c), indicating the least attenuation at those frequencies within our frequency spectrum that ranged from 10 to 400 kHz
3.2. Localizing the source of the acoustic events during loading experiments
Localization results from representative validation and localization
experiments during loading are shown in Fig. 10. The left hand plots
show a two-dimensional section of the snow sample. The green squares
indicate the sensor positions, and the red dots indicate the localized AE
events. In the plots on the right the energy distribution of all localized
events is shown over the sample height. The ﬁrst result (Fig. 10a)

Fig. 5. AE counts and AE energy detected across waveguides made of different materials.
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Fig. 6. Waveform before (black) and after (gray, right y-axis) travelling through the snow
column, measured with aluminium waveguide, snow density 290 kg m−3.

shows a validation experiment. The cross denotes the location of the
simulated source, i.e. poking the sample with a screwdriver, surrounded
by the measured AE events (red dots). The wide spreading of acoustic
signals around the source is caused presumably by the indistinct nature
of the applied disturbance.
During four loading experiments with layered snow samples the AE
events were successfully located. The result of one of the experiments is
shown in Fig. 10b. Most of the AE activity stems from the weak layer,
especially regarding the AE event energy distribution. In contrast, in
the case of the uniform samples (Fig. 11c), the energy distribution mostly exhibited energy peaks in the regions near the sample surfaces at the
top and bottom.
Since this is the ﬁrst study on localizing AE within snow, we have no
other results for comparison. Looking at the different event patterns
shown in Fig. 10, however, it seems that the event localization works
quite well, since we see clusters of events where we expect them to be.
3.3. AE behaviour during loading experiments
We performed 12 loading experiments with layered snow samples
and simultaneously measured the acoustic emissions (Table 1). For
the 10 successful experiments the corresponding data are presented
in Figs. 11–12, and Appendix A.

Fig. 7. Velocity of acoustic wave travelling through snow columns vs. snow density.

Fig. 8. Energy of the PLF signal vs. height of the snow column, measured after the signal
had travelled through the column.

Fig. 11 shows a typical result of a loading experiment with a layered
snow sample, i.e. counts, amplitude, and exponent β over time. The full
dots mark the ﬁts of β where the p-value was high (N0.05, see Clauset
et al., 2009); for the empty circles the power law behaviour is doubtful.
The counts increased during loading. Shortly before catastrophic failure
the count rate accelerated, i.e. the curvature of the cumulative count
rate (green line, Fig. 11a) increased. The amplitudes became signiﬁcantly higher only during the fracturing, i.e. the collapse of the sample and
the noise of the upper sample holder falling down (Fig. 11b). At the
catastrophic failure we observed a signiﬁcant decrease of β, namely
β b 2.5, whereas before and after fracture β remained roughly at a
constant value of 3.5 (Fig. 11c).
An example of a loading experiment including a precursor to
catastrophic failure is shown in Fig. 12. After 7.5 s the weak layer partly
fractured; this fracture was clearly visible by eye, and it can be considered
as a precursor to catastrophic failure. The fracture was denoted ‘partial’
since the snow sample as a whole remained intact. This precursory fracture was also characterized by a sudden increase of the cumulative
count rate and a slight decrease of the exponent β. After the fracture
had occurred, the exponent β seems fairly unstable and also increases

Fig. 9. Frequency spectrum of the PLF signal travelling through the snow columns.
(a) Initial signal measured right next to the PLF on the aluminium plate at the bottom of
the snow column. (b) Signal after having travelled through the snow column (measured
at an aluminium plate at the top of the snow column). (c) Bode plot: ratio of outcoming
signal (b) over initial signal (a).
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Fig. 10. Localization results from sensors at locations at the green rectangles: Plots on the left show the distribution of all localized events; the right graphs show the cumulated energy
distribution for (a) a uniform sample with simulated source at the marked position (X), (b) a layered sample containing a weak layer (yellow shading; sample TRA 5, Table 1), and
(c) a uniform reference sample during loading. Sample characteristics are described in Section 2. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred
to the web version of this article.)

again. At the catastrophic failure at t = 22 s, β decreased again. As in
Fig. 11 the cumulative count rate and the exponent β changed during
the catastrophic failure and as well at the precursory fracture, whereas
no obvious change can be detected from the amplitudes only.
In all successful (i.e. 10 out of the 12) experiments with layered
samples, in all that ended in catastrophic failure, we observed a drop
in the exponent β before failure (Table 1). Sample TRA8 failed partly,
including a drop in β, but did not exhibit obvious catastrophic failure
during the experiment. In two samples (LAY2 and TRA6) we recorded
a small non-catastrophic fracture and catastrophic failure shortly afterwards; all fractures were accompanied by a drop in β.
4. Discussion
Studying acoustic wave propagation within snow with our column
experiments we found that thin (1 mm) aluminium plates seem a
suitable waveguide material to be used with the ultrasonic sensors.
This ﬁnding agrees with the observations by Kapil et al. (2014).

The waveform entering the snow sample had an amplitude that was
by a factor of 50 higher than the amplitude of the out-coming waveform. While most of the energy of the initial signal was transmitted
within the ﬁrst 0.2 ms, within the out-coming signal the main part of
the energy was spread over the ﬁrst 3 ms of the signal. This is due to
the dispersion—different attenuation and velocity for different frequencies—and also due to the fact that different parts of the signal may travel
different paths within the highly porous material snow.
The wave propagation experiments showed that the wave velocity
was of the order of the speed of sound in air cair for the lower densities
(about 270 kg m−3) and signiﬁcantly increased with increasing snow
density to csnow ≈ 500 m s−1 for a density of 300 kg m−3. The velocities
measured were still small compared to the velocity of ultrasound in ice,
cice ≈ 3800 m s−1 (Kohnen and Gow, 1979).
The ultrasonic frequency which had the highest ratio of out-coming
over initial signal (maximum of Bode plot, Fig. 9) was 30 kHz. This
frequency is presumably a function of snow density and grain shape.
The resonance frequency of the aluminium plates used as waveguide
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Fig. 11. (a) Counts, cumulated counts (right axes), (b) amplitude, and (c) exponent β (of the
complementary cumulative event energy distribution) over time for a loading experiment
with a layered snow sample (sample TRA 5, Table 1, for snow characterization see Section 2).
The black vertical line marks the time of catastrophic failure. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

was calculated to be 200 Hz, which is far away from the ultrasonic frequencies we used. We consequently assume no artefacts stemming
from the geometries of the plates. However, we cannot exclude dispersive processes due to our measurement setup, e.g. coupling of sensor to
the snow, completely.
Wave propagation experiments with different heights of snow
columns allowed us to calculate the attenuation of the PLF signal. The
attenuation constant of 0.05 cm−1 was converted to a loss LdB of
0.22 dB cm−1 (Eq. 3). This value is similar to the ones reported by
Iwase et al. (2001) who obtained values in the range of 0.3 to
1.5 dB cm−1 at frequencies from 0.1 to 5 kHz. Iwase et al. (2001) showed
that attenuation increases with increasing frequency. We assume that the
reason we measured a slightly smaller attenuation than Iwase et al.
(2001) but at higher frequencies (10–500 kHz) is related to the fact that
we performed our measurements within a snow column, where the energy has less opportunity to dissipate. Iwase et al. (2001) measured signal
attenuation within a natural snowpack, which corresponds to a halfspace where dissipation is expected to be large. The high attenuation of
the acoustic emissions within snow suggests that for ﬁeld application
the sensors must be placed close to the weak layer which is expected to
fail in order to measure meaningful precursors to slab avalanche release.
Measuring acoustic emissions during loading experiments clearly
showed that the AE truly come from the weak layer where the failure
is expected to occur. This ﬁnding is in agreement with the results by
Walters and Adams (2014) as well as Reiweger and Schweizer (2010)

who showed that most of the shear strain was concentrated in the
weak layer. This is essentially important for the potential use of AE as
precursory information to slab avalanche release. The localization
results shown stem from the period before catastrophic failure
(time b 30.5 s). During fracture the upper sample holder with three
acoustic sensors (Fig. 3) moved and therefore localization was no longer
possible. Comparing the localization results (Fig. 10) and the mere
counts versus time of the same experiment (Fig. 11) it is evident that
not all counts contributed to localized events. A localizable event
needs to be recorded by at least four sensors (for three-dimensional
localization), while a count just needs to be recorded by one sensor.
So it is evident that there will always be more counts than events
(acoustic waves recorded by at least four sensors), since not all acoustic
emissions reach four or more sensors. Sensor coupling without a waveguide is a sensitive issue within snow, and during the loading experiments when not all sensors coupled well, localization was not
possible. For small scale laboratory experiments waveguides are too
large to enable source localization; for potential ﬁeld use source localization using waveguides for sensor coupling should be possible since
the dimensions of the wave guide are small compared to the distances
of the sensors and the source. During the localization experiments
with the uniform samples we measured most events relatively close
to the sample holders (Fig. 10). We assume that this was due to the
fact that events near the sensor are possibly rather recognized and because the stresses inside a homogeneous snow sample might be
unevenly distributed, increasing near the connection between the
snow and the sample holders.
For the acoustic emissions we measured during the loading experiments we analysed the exponent β of the complementary cumulative
distribution of event energy (Eq. 3) in a running time window as
described in Section 2. At catastrophic failure of our small laboratory
samples (Table 1, Fig. 11, and Appendix A), and in two cases also at a
precursory, non-catastrophic failure (Table 1 and Fig. 12), we observed
a drop in exponent β. This drop is related large scale events, i.e. events
with a larger energy take place close to catastrophic or almostcatastrophic (i.e. precursory) failure. The sudden drop of β during
fracture at laboratory scale might have the potential to serve as precursor to snow failure even at large scale, e.g. in the ﬁeld. For our small scale
laboratory experiments the drop in β mostly occurred just fractions of a
second prior to catastrophic fracture. In the two cases of precursory
failure, the time span between the ﬁrst drop in β and the catastrophic
fracture was 15 s and 20 s, respectively. Since it takes more and larger
cracks to catastrophically fracture a snow slope, we assume that at a
larger length scale also the time scale might increase. In that sense our
laboratory results conﬁrm our hypothesis that AE may be a powerful
tool for developing a warning system for snow avalanche release.
During ﬁeld measurements of seismic activity of the Weisshorn glacier
(Switzerland) before break-off, Faillettaz et al. (2011) ﬁrst observed
an increase and then also a sudden drop of exponent β. Dalban
Canassy et al. (2012) obtained similar results studying precursors to glacier break-off at the Trift glacier (Switzerland).
5. Conclusions and outlook

Fig. 12. (a) Counts, cumulated counts (right axis), (b) amplitude, and (c) exponent β (of
the complementary cumulative event energy distribution) over time for a loading experiment with a layered snow sample (sample TRA 6, Table 1, for snow characterization see
Section 2). At t = 7.5 s partial fracture of the sample was observed. The black vertical
line marks the time of catastrophic failure.

We performed cold laboratory experiments with snow columns to
derive some basic characteristics of ultrasonic wave propagation in
snow and subsequently monitored acoustic emission activity during
force-controlled loading experiments with uniform and layered snow
samples containing a weak layer.
The column experiments suggest that the best coupling of the AE sensors with snow can be obtained when they are attached with silicone to
aluminium plates which are frozen onto the snow. Using a pencil lead
fracture (PLF) as acoustic reference signal revealed that at 30 kHz most
energy travelled through the columns in our experimental setup.
During the loading experiments with layered samples we succeeded
for the ﬁrst time to show that the acoustic emissions stem from a
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fracturing weak snow layer where—as has previously been shown
(Reiweger and Schweizer, 2010; Walters and Adams, 2014)—most of
the deformation is concentrated. In all experiments that led to catastrophic failure, analysis of the acoustic data revealed a decrease of the
exponent β of the complementary cumulative distribution of event energy during and sometimes also before catastrophic failure, at least for laboratory size samples. This drop of exponent β at and before fracture is
believed to have the potential to serve as an indicator of unstable conditions—i.e. indicate a snowpack state when the avalanche release probability is high.
Both the successful localization and the change in exponent β are considered important steps towards recognition of precursors to snow failure
with respect to dry-snow slab avalanche release. Based on the laboratory
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results a ﬁeld study was designed to monitor weak layer stability in an avalanche release zone. Preliminary results were encouraging (Reiweger
and Schweizer, 2013b). Based on their ﬁeld experiments and the laboratory results presented here, we will continue to exploit acoustic emission
measurements within snow in view of developing an early warning
system for snow avalanches.
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Appendix A
In this Appendix the data of the nine loading experiments with layered samples (Table 1) not previously shown are presented. The sample name is
given right under the ﬁgure. The different graphs show counts, amplitude, exponent β (of the complementary cumulative event energy distribution), and
load over time for loading experiments with the layered snow samples (from top to bottom). The vertical line marks the time of catastrophic failure.
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